
Synonym Meaning Example

1. Skilled Having the abilities or qualities necessary to do something
well

She's a highly skilled graphic designer

2. Competent Having the necessary ability, knowledge, or skill to do
something successfully

He's very competent in his job

3. Proficient Competent or skilled in doing or using something She was proficient in two languages

4. Expert Having or showing special skill or knowledge because of what
you have been taught or what you have experienced

He has become an expert in animal behavior

5. Knowledgeable Intelligent and well-informed He was knowledgeable about the film industry

6. Capable Having the ability, fitness, or quality necessary to do or
achieve a specified thing

She's a very capable teacher

7. Qualified Officially recognized as being trained to perform a particular
job; certified

He was qualified to provide legal advice

8. Accomplished Highly trained or skilled in a particular activity She was an accomplished pianist

9. Trained Taught to do something well The dog was well trained

10. Experienced Having knowledge or skill in a particular field, especially a
profession or job, gained over a period of time

An experienced driver

11. Talented Possessing a natural aptitude or skill for something, often
honed through practice and experience

The talented musician could play multiple
instruments proficiently

12. Adroit Skillful and adept under pressing or difficult conditions The adroit manager handled the crisis with calm
and effective solutions

13. Learned Having extensive knowledge acquired by studying and
experience

The learned historian published many books on
ancient civilizations

14. Dexterous Skillful in the use of the hands, or in handling tasks, especially
those requiring physical skills

The dexterous sculptor carved intricate figures out
of marble

15. Conversant Familiar with or knowledgeable about something She is conversant in four languages, which helps
her in her role as a translator

16. Savvy Shrewd and knowledgeable in practical matters The savvy businesswoman made profitable
investments

17. Pundit A person who has expert knowledge in a particular subject
and is often called upon to give their opinions publicly

The political pundit shared insightful analysis on
the upcoming elections

18. Maestro A master in an art, especially a great composer, conductor, or
music teacher

The maestro's symphony was lauded for its
complexity and emotional depth

19. Erudite Possessing or demonstrating extensive academic knowledge
or learning

The erudite scholar wrote several academic
papers on complex scientific theories

20. Craftsman A person who practices a craft with great skill and expertise The craftsman meticulously restored the antique
furniture to its original glory

21. Virtuoso A person highly skilled in music or another artistic pursuit The virtuoso violinist enchanted the audience with
his exceptional performance

22. Connoisseur A person with expert knowledge or discerning tastes in a
particular field

The wine connoisseur identified the vintage of the
wine just by its aroma

23. Authority A person with extensive or specialized knowledge about a
subject; an expert

He is an authority on ancient Greek philosophy,
often lecturing at universities

24. Maven A person who has special knowledge or experience; an expert The tech maven kept up with the latest
advancements and trends in the industry

25. Whiz A person who is remarkably skilled at something The math whiz could solve complex equations in no
time

26. Artisan A worker in a skilled trade, especially one that involves
making things by hand

The artisan baked delicious bread using traditional
methods

27. Guru An influential teacher or popular expert The fitness guru shared his insights on maintaining
a healthy lifestyle

28. Hotshot A person who is exceptionally skilled in their field The hotshot lawyer was known for his winning
streak in court cases

29. Master A person who has comprehensive and authoritative
knowledge of or skill in a particular area

The master painter's works are celebrated all over
the world

30. Pro A professional, especially in sports The pro golfer consistently ranked in the top tier of
the tournaments

31. Specialist
A person who concentrates primarily on a particular subject
or activity; a person highly skilled in a specific and restricted

field

The IT specialist quickly identified and fixed the
software issue

32. Scholar A specialist in a particular branch of study, especially the
humanities; a distinguished academic

The scholar spent years studying ancient texts to
understand the civilization's culture
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